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―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――― 

[Q1]  

As you mentioned that consumer conditions in Q1 were not good, please share what 

the miscalculation was and your future recovery measures. Additionally, regarding 

semiconductors, while I believe there are investments in major memory producers, 

I’d like to know whether Canon Marketing Japan is involved. 

 

[A1]  

Q1 results marked a significant drop in earnings compared with the previous year 

and ended in a deficit. Looking at the consumer business cycle, results have been 

unprofitable during this period since 2010, with the exception of 2014 and 2017. 

Q4 is the stronger period for the consumer business, while Q1 tends to drop into 

the red due to the processing of inventory and the like. However, this Q1 we had a 

deficit of more than two billion yen, which is a record. There are several reasons, 

one being the continued severe conditions in the SLR camera market. In the 

domestic market, deficits were recorded both on a sell-out and sell-in basis. On the 

other hand, the extent of the year-on-year decrease for SLR camera sell-out has 

steadily narrowed. Additionally, we abandoned the sales technique of selling old SLR 

camera models at reduced prices to boost market share by unit volume as this 

delays the launch of new products, and this is another reason for lack of progress 

on a sell-in basis. Sell-in has also been delayed because store inventory has been 

greater than in normal years. Sell-out has currently improved and store inventories 



as of the end of March have mostly reverted to proper levels. This area is on the 

road to recovery in the short term. 

Similarly, ink jet printers are structurally geared towards households and think it is 

difficult to reverse the trend and increase sales. Unit prices for ink jet printers were 

kept at a high level in year-on-year terms up until Q3, but unfortunately unit sales 

prices fell in Q4 and Q1 this year, resulting in reduced earnings. In terms of sales 

unit prices, we hope to refine the strength of our products and shift to products 

with higher unit prices. In terms of ink jet printers and laser printers for businesses, 

there is still room for expanded sales at stores and e-commerce sites. We are 

working with major retail stores to grow the SOHO business segment. 

 

[A1-2]  

There are no changes to investment trends for semiconductors. This segment will 

continue to perform strongly. 

―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――― 

[Q2]  

I would like to ask if solutions by business category is going well, as shown in the 

corporate commercial for Canon Marketing Japan. 

 

[A2]  

Until now, we’ve adopted “Solutions” as a slogan but operated a product-focused 

business. Offering a solution is not a single product; it means selling a combination 

of various elements including hardware, software and tools in a single package. In 

that sense, while some aspects are provided, in terms of the degree to which this 

approach has taken root overall, we are half-way there. We maintain a particularly 

strong customer base of small-to-medium-sized companies, and while they used IT 

services in addition to equipment, they are struggling with the lack of support. I 

think this situation will improve as long as our employees continue to propose 

solutions as shown in our corporate commercial, but it will just take a little time for 

things to go well. 

 

―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――― 

[Q3]  

I would like to ask about your relationship to Canon. You claim to increase “Beyond 

CANON” but in terms of office equipment you only deal with genuine Canon 

products. It seems that this has become a hindrance compared with companies like 



Otsuka Corporation. Is there any room for changes in this regard? 

 

[A3] 

Since we have exclusive distribution rights to the Canon brand, there are things to 

be done. But I think the percentage of non-Canon brands in the product mix will 

increase in the future. Our aim is to offer customers the optimum combination of 

hardware, software and tools to solve their problems. As part of those efforts, we 

will sell a healthy balance of Canon brand products and others. 

 

―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――― 

[Q4]  

Deficits were posted both for MFP maintenance services and LBP cartridges, but if 

these are split into the Enterprise and Area segments, what is the difference in 

figures? I would also like to know your approach to dividing the Enterprise and Area 

segments. 

 

[A4]  

The Enterprise segment deals with customers with at least 1,000 employees, while 

the Area segment handles those with 999 or fewer employees. 

I think the approach of increasing MFP unit shipments, raising market share and 

increasing MIF is going relatively well. However, one aspect causing slight concern 

this year has been the slight drop in the increase of print volume per MFP unit. This 

will require careful examination, such as to how this relates to the number of 

operating days. 

 

―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――― 

[Q5]  

At large companies in particular, is there an impact on print volume due to workstyle 

reforms? 

 

[A5]  

We can’t say there is no impact at all. 

We will take a careful look at the situation, including this aspect, but we are unable 

to make a conclusive determination looking at the Q1 results alone. 

 

―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――― 



[Q6]  

For Q1 maintenance services, how much impact is there from the fall in unit prices 

and increase in print volume, respectively? 

 

[A6]  

Unit prices have fallen, but we also believe that unit prices themselves have reached 

a good price. In other words, until now unit prices have been on a continual 

downward trend, and unit prices per page have become reasonable. We are trying 

to control the drop in unit prices in combination with usage styles and solutions. As 

a result, we have restricted the drop in unit prices to some extent. The growth in 

print volume is not as much as we expected. 

 

―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――― 

[Q7]  

While the decline in SLR cameras and rise of mirrorless cameras is quite drastic, it 

looks like the percentage of mirrorless cameras among digital interchangeable lens 

cameras overall will rise considerably. How will this effect earnings? 

 

[A7]  

Sell-out unit prices for our digital interchangeable lens cameras overall in Q1 were 

up 9% year-on-year. Due to the impact of reducing our offerings of older models as 

a matter of policy, which I explained earlier, unit prices for SLR cameras are up 11% 

year-on-year, while unit prices for mirrorless cameras are up 13%. There were 

reports in newspapers and elsewhere that the higher percentage of mirrorless 

cameras sold by Canon would mean a drop in unit prices, but despite the shift from 

SLR cameras to mirrorless, unit prices haven’t fallen. To the contrary, unit prices 

have risen. That’s why a fall in our earnings due to the shift to mirrorless cameras 

is not something we are currently considering. 

 

―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――― 

[Q8]  

In Q1 last year, earnings did not decrease despite the lack of growth in unit volume, 

because of growth in middle-range products. How did the middle-range products 

perform in Q1 this year? Also, how do you expect the highly profitable middle-range 

of products to perform over the entire year? 

 



[A8]  

In terms of products, the reason for the lower earnings compared with Q1 last year 

is largely due to the EOS 5DMark4. The model was released in Q4 2016 and 

shipments progressed into Q1 2017, raising the level of earnings. This year, the 

effect of new products was more muted and we failed to generate similar earnings 

to the previous year. This is only an issue of product release cycles. Similar effects 

will be produced with the release of new products. 

I should also note that we are moving forward with preparations for middle-range 

mirrorless cameras. 

 

[Q9]  

The SG&A ratio increased in Q1 this year. How was this in relation to your 

expectations? In addition, what SG&A ratio have you planned for this year?  

 

[A9]  

There were special factors this year, such as an increase in retirement benefits and 

costs for 50th anniversary events. Initially we thought we would be able to absorb 

these costs and achieve our annual operating income plan of 32 billion yen, but 

unless we attain an SG&A ratio on par with last year’s figure of 30.6%, we believe 

this will be difficult to achieve. 

As we have clarified what steps we are able to take, such as eliminating waste 

through RPA, promoting area marketing and accelerating expense reductions at 

sites, the remaining question will be how well we can execute on those plans. 

 

 

 


